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Abstract

While much prior research has documented the negative associations between aggression, peer

relationships, and social skills, other research has begun to examine whether forms of aggression

also may be associated with prosocial skills and increased social status. However, few studies

have examined these associations within diverse samples of elementary aged youth. The current

study examined the associations between aggression, popularity, social preference, and leadership

among 227 urban, ethnic minority (74 % African American, 9 % bi-racial including African

American, 12 % other ethnic minorities, and 5 % European American) elementary school youth

(average age 9.5 years, 48.5 % female). Results indicated that in an urban, high risk environment,

displaying aggressive behaviors was associated with increased perceived popularity, decreased

social preference, and, in some cases, increased perceived leadership. The results also suggested

gender differences in the association between the forms of aggression (i.e. relational and overt)

and popularity. The current study underscores the importance of examining youth leadership along

with forms of aggression and social status among urban minority youth. Implications for future

research and aggression prevention programming are highlighted.
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Introduction

The association between aggressive behavior and negative comorbidities has long been

established; aggressive youth have poorer social skills, social problem-solving deficits,

emotional arousal difficulties, academic difficulties, and higher levels of internalizing and

externalizing behaviors than their non-aggressive peers (e.g., Fontaine et al. 2009; Martino

et al. 2008). This association is found for both overt (verbal insults, name-calling, hitting or

kicking) and more covert forms of aggression, yet the association is more robust for overt

aggression. In contrast, relational aggression, often a covert form of aggression and defined

as behaviors that are used with the intent to cause harm through non-physical means such as

social exclusion, rumor spreading, or damaging of relationships (e.g., Archer and Coyne

2005; Crick 1996), has been associated with certain prosocial skills and increased social

standing, such as perceived popularity (e.g., Cillessen and Mayeux 2004; Hoff et al. 2009;

Puckett et al. 2008). To date, however, much of the research in this area has focused on

Caucasian, middle class, adolescent samples (Brechwald and Prinstein 2011).

The few studies that have focused on minority youth evinced noteworthy results, suggesting

that this line of research is especially important within ethnically and socioeconomically

diverse samples of youth. For instance, the association between aggression and popularity

may be even stronger for minority youth (Rodkin et al. 2000; Xie et al. 2003). These popular

and aggressive youth also may have certain prosocial skills, such as peer leadership, that not

only affords them high visibility among peers, but also increases their ability to influence

their peer groups; yet, there is a dearth of literature examining this phenomenon among

urban minority elementary aged youth. As such, there is a clear need to better understand the

relationships between aggression, leadership, and social status within this high risk

population. The purpose of the current study is to extend prior research on aggression, social

status and leadership within an urban, elementary aged (3rd and 4th grade) sample.

Social Status

In order to understand children’s position and social standing in their peer group,

sociometric status is used to examine how well a child is liked or disliked by peers (Coie et

al. 1982). The current study focused on two aspects of sociometric status, social preference

and popularity. Through a peer nomination procedure in which students nominate the

classmates they like the most and the classmates they like the least, children are classified as

either rejected (low on “liked most,” high on “liked least”), controversial (high on “liked

most,” high on “liked least”), neglected (low on “liked most,” low on “liked least”),

sociometrically popular (high on “liked most,” low on “liked least”) or average (roughly

equal on “liked most” and “liked least” nominations; Coie et al. 1982). Studies with 3rd–8th

grade predominantly white youth suggest that sociometrically popular youth exhibit higher

levels of prosocial behavior (e.g., leadership skills, social skills) and cognitive abilities, yet

these same studies found associations between sociometric popularity and the use of overly

assertive and aggressive behaviors (Coie et al. 1983; Newcomb et al. 1993). As such,

scholars realized a need to examine the heterogeneity that exists among youth who are
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identified as popular. Thus, researchers started to look at another dimension of popularity

besides the standard sociometric definition, namely perceived popularity.

Assessments of perceived popularity are obtained by asking youth to nominate class- or

grade-mates they consider to be popular, rather than who they like or dislike. Therefore,

perceived popularity is a measure of one’s reputation for being popular (LaFontana and

Cillessen 2002), while sociometric popularity is a measure of one’s likeability.

Sociometrically popular youth also have been called socially preferred (Coie et al. 1982;

LaFontana and Cillessen 2002; Terry and Coie 1991) and we will refer to this group of

children as socially preferred in this manuscript in order to distinguish it from perceived

popularity, which we will refer to as popularity. Researchers of predominantly white middle

and high school youth have found clear evidence that social preference and popularity are

correlated only moderately and each are associated with unique behaviors (e.g., Mayeux et

al. 2008; Puckett et al. 2008). More specifically, adolescent youth who are identified as

popular are not always identified as socially preferred (Mayeux et al. 2008; Vaillancourt and

Hymel 2006), yet popular adolescents are more socially influential among their peers than

those who are socially preferred (Ellis and Zarbatany 2007; van de Schoot et al. 2010).

Therefore, these popular youth are in a position to influence the vast majority of peers, if

these youth are aggressive, this can negatively impact the social climate of the school.

Aggression and Social Status

Research of predominantly white middle and high school youth suggests a link between the

use of aggression and the attainment of higher social status (Mayeux et al. 2008;

Vaillancourt and Hymel 2006). In fact, recent research indicates that aggressive youth tend

to obtain higher social status, and that this relationship is especially strong during late

childhood and early adolescence (e.g., Cillessen and Borch 2006; LaFontana and Cillessen

2002; Pellegrini and Long 2002). Studies of middle and high school predominantly white

youth suggest that the most popular youth tend to display the highest levels of overt and

relational aggression (e.g., Hoff et al. 2009). Across ethnicities and SES (e.g., Cillessen and

Mayeux 2004; Farmer and Xie 2007), relational forms of aggression appear to be

particularly important for attaining and maintaining a high social status during late

childhood and early adolescence.

Another difference in the association between popularity and the use of different types of

aggression is related to gender. For example, Mayeux et al. (2008) found that, among a

sample of predominantly white middle school youth, being well liked was associated with

popularity during high school for boys, but for girls, being popular leads one to be less well

liked over time. The authors suggest that this may be due in part to the relationally

aggressive behaviors that these girls often utilize. On the other hand, other studies have

found different outcomes related to gender, popularity, and relational aggression.

Specifically, in a sample of predominantly white adolescent youth, being a relationally

aggressive, popular boy was strongly associated with being disliked, which could be due to

the reliance upon a gender non-normative expression of aggression (Crick 1997). For girls

of varying ages, however, high levels of relational aggression and popularity were not

associated with being disliked (Robertson et al. 2010; Vaillancourt and Hymel 2006). It is
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clear that additional studies are needed to examine possible gender differences as these

differences may influence how best to intervene with aggressive behaviors.

Social dominance theory suggests that there are complex associations between relational

aggression and the attainment of higher social status (Hawley 1999; Neal 2010; Walcott et

al. 2008), such that those who utilize relational aggression successfully to obtain higher

social status and prominence in the peer group do so at a cost of having few high quality

friendships. Additionally, for the victims of aggression, when the perpetrator is also

perceived as popular, this not only more negatively impacts the victim’s social and

emotional adjustment (Garandeau et al. 2010), but also impacts how likely other individuals

are to intervene as a witness to the behavior (Waasdorp et al. 2011). Youth who are popular

are more socially influential among their peers than those who are not popular and are even

more influential than those who are socially preferred (Ellis and Zarbatany 2007; van de

Schoot et al. 2010). Therefore, if these popular youth are aggressive they have the greatest

potential to strongly influence the social climate of the school. Given the association may be

particularity strong during late childhood and early adolescence (e.g., Cillessen and Borch

2006; LaFontana and Cillessen 2002; Pellegrini and Long 2002), studies should examine

this phenomenon during the elementary school years before the behavior is at its highest.

Aggression, Social Status, and Leadership

Research suggests that aggressive youth are not only considered popular in many cases, but

they also may possess positive qualities such as being perceived as leaders. In fact, studies

of predominantly white adolescents indicate that these positive leadership qualities may

actually help facilitate their attainment of the higher social status and social influence

(Mayeux et al. 2008; Vaillancourt et al. 2007). This finding has implications for identifying

and intervening with aggressive youth. First, for these youth, the aggressive behavior is

often successful in attaining status; consequently youth may continue this reinforced pattern

of behavior over time, even given the simultaneous negative consequences (e.g., fewer close

friends). Also, if other youth want to emulate the behaviors of those they perceive as popular

leaders, they too may engage in more frequent aggression to manipulate their peer group

social standing. In both cases, the use of aggression is perpetuated. Second, the additive

impact of having leadership skills in conjunction with aggressive behaviors may mean that

youth are even more influential than those without leadership skills. Finally, due to desirable

qualities such as leadership skills, teachers may not be as adept at identifying (Leff 2007;

Puckett et al. 2008; Vaillancourt et al. 2007) and therefore intervening with relationally

aggressive, yet socially prominent, youth. Clearly, there is a need to further examine the

associations between aggression, leadership, and popularity, and to translate these findings

into applied strategies for identification of and intervention with aggressive youth.

Importance of this Research with Urban African American Youth

Much of the extant research presented thus far has examined the phenomenon of social

status and aggression among predominantly white, middle class samples. Because it was

thought that relational aggression was more common among white, middle class girls,

researchers know less about how boys use relational aggression. However, recent studies

also underscore the importance of examining relational aggression among an urban, ethnic
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minority population, as not only do both boys and girls find this behavior emotionally taxing

(Waasdorp et al. 2010), but the behavior is also known to quickly escalate to overt

aggression (Farrell et al. 2007; Talbott et al. 2002). Additionally, both overtly and

relationally aggressive behaviors are of particular concern in urban schools (Leff el al. 2009,

2010b), as these children are already at an increased risk of experiencing emotional and

behavioral problems due to chronic stressors such as high levels of poverty and exposure to

community violence (Black and Krishnakumar 1998; Guerra et al. 2003; Morales and

Guerra 2006). Thus, research focused on white, middle class youth are not necessarily able

to provide information related to the aggression for urban, ethnic minority youth.

The few studies of African American youth indicate a strong association between the use of

overt aggression and relational aggression (Garandeau et al. 2010; Parkhurst and Hopmeyer

1998; Xie et al. 2003), as well as a clear association between popularity and aggression

among adolescent youth (Farmer et al. 2003; Luthar and McMahon 1996). Studies across

ethnic and socioeconomic groups show that youth who are aggressive and popular are also

more likely to have negative academic and behavioral outcomes, such as increased school

absences and low achievement (e.g., Schwartz et al. 2008; Troop-Gordon et al. 2011;

Wilson et al. 2011), and this association may be particularly strong among inner city African

American youth, and possibly even stronger for African American girls (Kiefer and Ryan

2008). This suggests that it is important to examine this phenomenon early in the academic

careers of inner-city, minority youth. Further, as suggested by the gender non-normative

theory of aggression (Crick 1997) there also may be gender differences among African

American youth such that there is an association between overt aggression and perceived

popularity for boys, but for girls the association may be more likely between relational

aggression and perceived popularity (Xie et al. 2003). Additional studies with elementary

aged, ethnic minority youth are needed to corroborate these findings related to popularity.

Studies have shown that having leadership skills is an important buffer against negative

outcomes for minority youth (e.g., Shelton 2009; Teasley et al. 2007). Although for white

middle class youth, leadership ability may contribute to attaining higher social status and

social influence (Mayeux et al. 2008; Vaillancourt et al. 2007), research examining

popularity and aggression as they relate to leadership among urban youth is scarce

(Brechwald and Prinstein 2011). Moreover, studies that examine leadership in conjunction

with aggressive behaviors and social status specifically among elementary aged youth are

needed as this is an important period for early intervention and prevention given that

aggression begins to increase in late childhood and peaks in middle school (e.g., Card et al.

2008) as does the importance of social status. Having leadership skills yet also having high

levels of aggression provides an avenue for early aggression intervention and prevention

programming that could help these influential youth to display leadership in positive ways

(Leff et al. 2010a).

Purpose of Study

The purpose of this study was to build upon prior gaps in the literature through examining

aggression, popularity, and leadership among inner-city predominantly African American

third and fourth grade youth. Specifically, the first aim of this article was to better
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understand how aggression is associated with social status (e.g., popularity and social

preference) among minority youth. We hypothesized that similar to prior research with

predominantly white middle-class youth, relational aggression would be associated

positively with popularity and negatively associated with social preference. However, given

this sample of high risk inner-city youth, we examined both overt aggression and relational

aggression in order to better understand how both forms of aggression are associated with

social status. In line with the gender non-normative theory of aggression (Crick 1997) and

studies of minority youth (Xie et al. 2003), it was expected that the association between the

form of aggression and social status would likely vary by gender, such that children who

display more aggression atypical for their gender (e.g., boys who display higher levels

relational aggression and girls who display higher levels of overt aggression) would be

perceived as less popular and less socially preferred than those who display gender-typical

forms of aggression.

Given the paucity of research on relational aggression and leadership among minority

elementary aged youth, a second aim was to examine the association between leadership and

relational aggression while controlling for the effects of social status. Although no

hypotheses were made, given the high correlation between leadership and popularity, we

expected that being perceived as a leader may be associated with increased relational

aggression. As interventions including a leadership building component have shown promise

for reducing relational aggression for inner-city girls (Leff et al. 2009, 2010a), better

understanding of the relationship between leadership, social status, and aggression for both

genders can help inform aggression intervention development.

Method

Participants

Data utilized for this study were collected as part of a preliminary trial of a school-based

universal aggression prevention program called The Preventing Relational Aggression in

School Everyday (PRAISE; Leff et al. 2010b) Program in the Philadelphia school district.

On average, 84 % of youth in this school district are below the national poverty line. Data

for the current study were collected before PRAISE was implemented. All students across

ten 3rd and 4th grade classrooms within one large urban elementary school (n = 290) were

given the opportunity to participate, resulting in 227 (78 %) youth providing assent and

parent permission. The participating sample was comprised of 48.5 % girls (n = 110) and

51.5 % boys (n = 117). On average, youth were aged 113.2 months (SD = 10.5). Seventy-

four percent of the sample was African American, 9 % were bi-racial including African

American, 5 % were European American, and 12 % included other ethnic minorities (e.g.,

Asian, Native American, Hispanic/Latino/Latina).

Measures and Procedures

A peer nomination procedure developed by Crick and Grotpeter (1995) was used to assess

each child’s level of aggressive behavior, social status, and leadership. This procedure for

identifying youth was selected based on several investigations demonstrating strong
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correlations between peer nomination methods and teacher report indices of behavior for

African American youth (e.g., Coie and Dodge 1988; Hudley 1993).

The peer nomination procedure involves participating students nominating others within

their grade that they felt met certain behavioral descriptions. Youth were given a roster of

names from all students in their grade, and were allowed to nominate as many youth as they

desire per item. An unlimited peer nomination procedure was selected, given research

indicating that this approach demonstrates slightly stronger psychometric properties than the

traditional limited nomination procedure (e.g., Terry 2000).

There were two subscales of aggression, five items for relational aggression (e.g., “tell their

friends that they will stop liking them unless their friends do what they say,” “ignore or stop

talking to others when they get mad at them,” “try to make other kids not like a certain

person by spreading rumors about them or talking behind their backs”) and three items for

overt aggression (i.e., who hit or push others, who start fights, who yell and call others mean

names) (Crick and Grotpeter 1995; Leff et al. 2009). Each item has been associated with

stability, concurrent and predictive validity, and test–retest reliability across diverse samples

(e.g., Crick and Grotpeter 1995; Olweus 1991; Kupersmidt et al. 1990). Moreover, several

investigations have demonstrated strong correlations between peer nomination methods and

teacher report indices of behavior for African American youth (e.g., Coie and Dodge 1988;

Hudley 1993). Social preference was assessed by an item asking youth to nominate peers

they like the most and another item asking for nominations of peers they like the least.

Subsequently, the “like most” item was subtracted from the “like least” item. The perceived

popularity item asked youth to nominate peers who are “popular, well-known, and have a lot

of friends.” Finally, leadership was assessed by asking youth to nominate those who “lead

peer group activities or games.” Raw score nominations on the items corresponding to the

relational and overt subscales, as well as the popularity and leadership indices were

standardized within each grade (the nominating group), resulting in z-scores for relational

aggression, overt aggression, social preference, perceived popularity, and leadership for

each child, with higher scores indicating more nominations for that behavior.

Analytic Approach

First, descriptive statistics were evaluated and bivariate associations among and between

types of aggression (e.g., relational and overt) and social status variables (e.g., leadership,

perceived popularity, and social preference) were estimated using correlations. All

relationships were also examined for differences between genders.

Next, to examine the first aim, two hierarchical multiple regressions were performed

separately to investigate the relationships between aggression and social status. Each

regression predicted one of the social status variables, and the first step of the model

included gender and the other social status variable (i.e., controlling for social preference

when predicting popularity and controlling for popularity when predicting social

preference). Analyses were conducted in this way because the literature indicates a strong

connection between popularity and social preference (e.g., Newcomb et al. 1993),

suggesting the importance of controlling for one construct while assessing the other. Overt

aggression was entered in the second step, and relational aggression was entered in the third
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step in order to examine the unique association of relational aggression with the outcome

over and above overt aggression. The final step included the two gender by aggression

interaction terms.

For aim two, similar to the analytic approach presented for aim one, the first step of the

regression model included gender, yet in this model both perceived popularity and social

preference were included simultaneously. Next, overt aggression was entered in the second

step, relational aggression in the third, and the two gender by aggression interaction terms in

the fourth step. Standardized regression coefficients are reported for all models.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Preliminary analyses were conducted to examine the skew and kurtosis of study variables

and indicated that non-normality was not a problem given that the skew was less than three

and kurtosis was less than four (Kline 1998). Due to concerns about the high correlation

between the forms of aggression, we examined the potential for collinearity; both the

variance inflation factor (VIF; all < 10) and tolerance (all > .10) indicated that

multicollinearity was not a concern. Moreover, sensitivity analyses (e.g., switching the order

of entering the forms of aggression) were conducted and this too indicated no concerns for

collinearity.

Bivariate Associations

Peer-nominated relationally aggressive youth were also likely to be rated as overtly

aggressive (rs = .82–.88, ps < .001); this finding was particularly true for boys (t(225) =

−6.04, p < .001; see Table 1). Within gender differences revealed that girls were more likely

to be rated as relationally aggressive as compared to overtly aggressive, t(113) = −3.61, p < .

001; while boys were more likely to be rated as overtly aggressive as compared to

relationally aggressive, t(109) = −6.27, p < .001. The three variables of interest (social

preference, perceived popularity, and leadership) were also moderately to strongly positively

related (rs = .43–.88, ps < .001), with the strongest relationships between leadership and

popularity (rs = .80–.88, ps < .001). That is, youth who were rated by their peers as leaders

were also more likely to be rated as popular and socially preferred. Comparisons between

genders revealed that girls were more likely than boys to be nominated as leaders (t(225) =

5.09, p < .001), popular (t(225) = 4.09, p < .001), and socially preferred (t(225) = 5.95, p < .

001).

When comparing relationships between aggression type and social status, several patterns

related to gender became clear. First, both boys and girls who were rated by their peers as

being more aggressive were also more likely to be rated as being leaders and being popular.

For relational aggression, these relationships were moderate for both genders (rs = .41–.49,

ps < .001). For overt aggression, these relationships were moderate for boys (rs = .33–.41,

ps < .001), but small for girls (rleadership = .15, p = ns; rpopularity = .23, p < .05). Second,

regardless of gender, inverse relationships were found between aggression and peer-reported

social preference, though these relationships were for the most part statistically non-
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significant. Differences in the magnitude of the relationships between aggression type and

social status by gender suggest that gender may moderate these relationships.

Aim 1: Perceived Popularity and Social Preference

The associations between aggression, perceived popularity, and social preference were

examined using hierarchical linear multiple regressions. The model predicting perceived

popularity included social preference as a control, while the model predicting social

preference included perceived popularity as a control.

The overall model predicting perceived popularity was significant and explained 63 % of the

variance (see Table 2, Model One). Gender was negatively associated with perceived

popularity, indicating that, controlling for the other variables in the model, girls were rated

as more popular than boys. The addition of overt aggression, F(3, 226) = 79.19, p < .001;

ΔR2 = .15, p < .001, and relational aggression, F(4, 226) = 83.35, p < .001; ΔR2 = .08, p < .

001, resulted in a significant improvement of fit; in both cases, children perceived by their

peers as being most aggressive were also perceived as more popular. Notably, while overt

aggression was significant in Step 2, the inclusion of relational aggression resulted in overt

aggression no longer being significantly associated with popularity. Finally, gender

moderated the relationship between aggression and perceived popularity, and adding the

gender by aggression interaction terms to the model significantly improved fit, F(6, 226) =

64.90, p < .001; ΔR2 = .04, p < .001. Specifically, controlling for the other covariates, girls

who were rated as being more overtly aggressive were perceived as less popular, while the

opposite was true for boys, such that boys who were rated as more overtly aggressive were

perceived as more popular (see Fig. 1). In contrast, controlling for other variables, girls who

were rated as more relationally aggressive were also perceived as more popular, while

relational aggression is not as strongly related to perceived popularity for boys (see Fig. 2).

The overall model predicting social preference was also significant and explained 50 % of

the variance (see Table 2, Model Two). The addition of overt aggression, F(3, 226) = 63.60,

p < .001; ΔR2 = .14, p < .001, and relational aggression, F(4, 226) = 51.29, p < .001; ΔR2 = .

02, p < .001, resulted in significant improvements of fit. Controlling for other variables,

children rated highly in either type of aggression were likely to be less socially preferred by

their peers. In the final model, gender was significantly positively associated with social

preference, indicating that, controlling for other variables in the model, boys were more

likely to be socially preferred than girls. Though the addition of the gender by aggression

interactions to the model did significantly improve the fit, F(6, 226) = 39.04, p < .001; ΔR2

= .04, p < .001, gender did not significantly moderate the relationship between aggression

and social preference.

Aim 2: Leadership

We examined the relationship between aggression and leadership controlling for both

perceived popularity and social preference. The overall model was significant and explained

78 % of the variance (see Table 3, Model Three). Children who were perceived as popular

(b = .73) as well as socially preferred children (b = .15) were more likely to be rated as

leaders. While the addition of overt aggression, F(4, 226) = 187.20, p < .001; ΔR2 = .01, p
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< .001, and relational aggression, F(5, 226) = 156.17, p < .001; ΔR2 = .01 p < .001, resulted

in significant improvements of fit, once relational aggression (b = .18) was included in the

model, overt aggression was no longer significant. Thus, controlling for other variables,

children rated highly in relational aggression were more likely to be perceived as leaders by

their peers.1

Discussion

Although research that examines aggression, popularity, and social preference is steadily

increasing, few studies examine this phenomenon among elementary aged urban minority

youth. Further, studies suggest that both popularity and aggressive behavior are associated

with negative outcomes (e.g., Troop-Gordon et al. 2011); however, being a leader among

peers has been shown to be protective against negative outcomes especially for minority

youth (e.g., Shelton 2009). The goal of the current study was to better understand how

aggression is associated with social status (e.g., popularity and social preference) among

elementary aged minority youth and to examine leadership ability as it relates to popularity,

social preference, and aggression. As hypothesized in an urban high risk environment,

displaying aggressive behaviors in early elementary school was related generally to having a

higher social status, and the results also demonstrated that displaying relationally aggressive

behaviors was associated with being viewed as a leader as early as third grade among

minority youth.

Similar to prior research (e.g., Hoff et al. 2009; Neal 2010; Walcott et al. 2008), our results

indicated that in general, more aggressive children were perceived as more popular by their

peers. However, the results suggested this association between aggression and popularity

varied by the form of aggression such that the association between overt aggression and

popularity is no longer significant once levels of relational aggression are taken into

account. Our results build upon studies of middle class, white adolescent youth (e.g.,

Vaillancourt and Hymel 2006) by illustrating that displaying either relational or overt

aggression resulted in lower social preference. This finding was robust across gender for this

ethnically diverse elementary aged sample. Although aggressive children, especially those

who use relational aggression, have some influence over their peers, they are not necessarily

well-liked. Further, our results add to prior research indicating that in urban environments,

even 3rd and 4th grade boys and girls may use relational aggression to selectively exclude

others, which could serve to influence who belongs in the popular crowd and keep out those

who threaten their social status. Engaging in other relationally aggressive behaviors such as

spreading rumors may provide some anonymity and could harm peers while hiding the

appearance of being mean (e.g., Cillessen and Rose 2005).

The results also suggest a gender difference in the association between aggression and

popularity. Specifically, high levels of overt aggression were associated with less popularity

1 An a priori model was run in order to examine the interactive effects of aggression by popularity and aggression by social
preference. These interaction terms were significantly associated with leadership, with the exception of the interaction between
relational aggression and popularity. Results indicated that youth who are relationally aggressive were more likely to be rated as
popular and as leaders as compared to low relationally aggressive youth. For low relationally aggressive youth, being popular was
associated with increasing nominations of leadership F(7, 226) = 136.08, p < .05; ΔR2 = .01, p <.05.
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for girls and increased popularity for boys. In contrast, high levels of relational aggression

were associated with increased popularity for girls but were not related strongly to perceived

popularity for boys. This finding provides further evidence that among urban minority

youth, the association between aggression and popularity varies by gender (e.g., Farmer et

al. 2003; Kiefer and Ryan 2008; Xie et al. 2003, 2006) and that this association can be seen

as early as 3rd grade. Prior research suggests that socially deviant behavior is associated

with being popular for African American boys, and overt aggression is more likely to be

associated with a socially influential/dominant position among boys (Farmer et al. 2003; Xie

et al. 2006). Moreover, African American males may strive for social dominance through

asserting themselves and gaining control in a school setting by instilling fear and compliance

(Kiefer and Ryan 2008; Neal 2010); as such, being overtly aggressive may afford them a

socially prominent position. Taken with our current findings on leadership, if these boys are

perceived as leaders, they can influence the broader peer culture, creating a climate where

overtly aggressive behavior is perpetuated and condoned (Xie et al. 2006). In contrast,

relational aggression in girls also may be perpetuated and condoned (Xie et al. 2006) due to

the high social impact and perceived leadership abilities that the popular relationally

aggressive girls utilize.

Farmer and Xie (2007) suggest that there are two social worlds for aggressors, one in which

aggressive youth are socially marginalized, and the other in which aggressive youth are

influential and central members of the social network who systematically utilize both

aggressive and prosocial strategies to maintain their social prominence. Aggression alone

may not be sufficient for obtaining popularity (Vaillancourt and Hymel 2006), as there may

be certain skills such as leadership skills, that afford the aggressive youth high social status

or prominence. As demonstrated in the current study, among urban youth as early as the

third grade, aggressive popular youth are often perceived as leaders, therefore, placing them

in a particularly influential position where they can impact both the peer culture and

classroom environment (Farmer and Xie 2007).

Our results indicate that perceived popularity and social preference are strongly and

positively associated with leadership. In addition, including relational aggression in the

model suggested that children who specifically display this type of behavior (as opposed to

overt aggression) were more likely to be perceived as leaders by their peers. While popular

youth were more likely to be seen as leaders, the results indicate that popular youth who

display relational aggression are even more likely to be perceived as leaders. Therefore,

findings from the current study further support the importance of understanding the

association between popularity and aggression, and underscore the salience of examining

youth leadership among elementary aged minority youth, especially given that the school

social environment is often impacted by those who are highly influential and social leaders

(Waasdorp et al. 2011). These aggressive popular youth may be viewed in social positions

that others may want to emulate, especially during early adolescence when social status is

increasingly salient (Ladd 2005). Further, in line with social learning theory (Bandura 1973),

if these high status youth are aggressive, lower status youth may associate aggressive

behaviors with obtaining higher social status and mirror this behavior. The current study

suggests that this phenomenon is seen as early as third grade and may be extremely pertinent

in an urban environment.
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Several implications for aggression prevention and intervention programming are suggested

by these findings. First, it would be an oversight to intervene with youth based solely on the

deficits associated with their aggressive behaviors (e.g., difficulties with social information

processing, empathy) Clearly, aggression was coupled with prosocial behaviors and social

skills such as popularity and leadership in the current study, and this combination of skills

and aggression is unfortunately not often accounted for in typical aggression prevention

programs (Farmer and Xie 2007; Neal 2010). This oversight could foster treatment

resistance or overlook the need for a tailored approach to treatment because it

underestimates the fact that aggressive, influential youth can be quite socially skilled

individuals and that they may not see a need to reduce their aggression given the positive

outcome of prominent social status (Farmer and Xie 2007; Neal 2010). Second, although it

makes intervention more complicated, it may be important to recognize that, at times,

aggression also may buffer against being victimized by one’s peers (Putallaz et al. 2007). It

would therefore be very important for the success of any programming that aims to reduce

aggressive behaviors to identify and carefully intervene with these popular, aggressive,

leaders as they may be the most influential on the social climate of the school. It would be

essential that programming emphasize giving these youth strategies for utilizing their

leadership abilities in a more positive way.

Focusing on the positive leadership skills and social influence espoused by aggressive youth

may be quite beneficial, especially in urban environments. Some researchers have paved the

way for this, designing interventions for relationally aggressive urban minority girls (e.g.,

Friend to Friend, Leff et al. 2007, 2009), whereby participants not only receive a small-

group intervention, but then serve as co-facilitators and leaders by helping to provide a brief

classroom version of the program to their classmates. This approach highlights and

capitalizes on their status and influence in a positive way. As suggested by our findings, the

promising results of Friend to Friend (see Leff et al. 2009) could be due to providing

aggressive youth with positive reinforcement for their prosocial leadership and to

acknowledging the association between aggression, popularity, and leadership so that

aggressive youth can be seen as part of the solution instead of the problem.

Limitations and Areas for Future Research

There are some important limitations to note when reviewing these findings. Because the

data utilized in the current study were cross-sectional, causal relationships could not be

determined. The use of longitudinal data could allow for this, and also expand these findings

beyond this sample of early elementary aged youth and include adolescents as well. A

second limitation is our reliance on only one data source for the identification of aggressive

behaviors, popularity and leadership. Peer nominations were used given that it is the most

widely utilized method for understanding peer relationship and that it has demonstrated

strong psychometric properties across many studies (Leff et al. 2011). Some have argued

that peer nominations should serve as the gold standard for methods of understanding

youths’ social status because this information is more comprehensive than that which is

collected via adult informants, self-report, and direct observations, since peers have more

frequent contact with classmates across all school settings (Leff et al. 2011), and because all

youth in the classroom provide ratings that factor into each child’s eventual nomination
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score. Further, asking youth to nominate the peers they think are popular is one of the only

ways in which to validly understand perceived popularity, reputation and impact from the

child’s own perspective (e.g., LaFontana and Cillessen 2002; Parkhurst and Hopmeyer

1998). So, although the use of peer nominations is clearly justified, we note that results

would likely have varied if we used another informant method and thus, it may be beneficial

to elicit data through additional methods or informants in the future.

Given the high correlation between leadership and popularity, the inclusion of multiple

informants and methodologies also would provide additional information regarding these

constructs. For example, in the current study, leadership was defined as a child who is often

a leader of group activities and games. For a child, this description also may factor into what

they think being popular means since it implies the child is highly visible and outgoing. This

may cause overlap in the two constructs and also cause leadership to not necessarily be an

indicator of positive social skills. In addition, teachers may view the construct of leadership

differently than youth. As such, it would be extremely informative to utilize mixed methods

to further examine the construct of leadership among inner-city youth and to replicate the

findings related to leadership through additional studies.

Conclusion

Aggression in urban high risk environments may be, in part, normative and adaptive in order

to achieve personal goals and gain high social status (Brechwald and Prinstein 2011;

Garandeau et al. 2010; Luthar and McMahon 1996). This study provides preliminary

support for this claim that as early as 3rd grade those who were aggressive were often

leaders of their peer groups and had high prestige. This complex association will likely

impact the effectiveness of interventions to reduce aggressive behavior unless the

interventions take this into account. With increasing focus on reducing aggression in

schools, it is important to understand that aggression may afford some children with positive

reinforcement by being perceived as popular and as a leader. This reinforcing pattern may

begin before adolescence, when the use of aggression and the salience of social status peek.

Therefore, when designing beneficial early interventions, it is important not only to help

children to decrease levels of aggression, but also to focus on utilizing these highly

influential youth as more positive role models and to funnel these children’s potential

leadership capabilities in a more prosocial manner (Leff et al. 2010a).
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Fig. 1.
Overt aggression and popularity by gender (high overt = 1 SD above the mean; low overt =

1 SD below the mean)
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Fig. 2.
Relational aggression and popularity by gender (high relational = 1 SD above the mean; low

relational = 1 SD below the mean)
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Table 2

Hierarchical regression predicting popularity and social preference by gender, overt and relational aggression,

and gender by aggression interactions

Variable Model one: popularity Model two: social preference

β R2Δ β R2Δ

Step 1 .37* .32*

 Controla .50* .54*

 Gender −.23* − .06

Step 2 .15* .14*

 Control .59* .66*

 Gender −.37* .14*

 Overt .43* − .43*

Step 3 .08* .02*

 Control .56* .73*

 Gender −.23* .10

 Overt −.06 − .20*

 Relational .53* − .27*

Step 4 .04* .04*

 Control .55* .74*

 Gender −.23* .18*

 Overt −.29 − .49*

 Relational .81* − .30*

 Gender × OA .45* .15

 Gender × RA −.53* .21

Total adjusted R2 .63* .50*

a
In the popularity model, social preference was included as a control, in the social preference model, popularity was included as a control

*
p < .05
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Table 3

Hierarchical regressions predicting leadership from popularity, social preference, gender, overt and relational

aggression, and gender by aggression interactions

Variable Model three: leadership

β R2Δ

Step 1 .77*

 Popularity .80*

 Social preference .11*

 Gender .002

Step 2 .01*

 Popularity .76*

 Social preference .16*

 Gender −.04

 Overt .09*

Step 3 .01*

 Popularity .70*

 Social preference .18*

 Gender −.01

 Overt −.05

 Relational .18*

Step 4 .01

 Popularity .73*

 Social preference .15*

 Gender −.02

 Overt −.11

 Relational .13

 Gender × overt −.01

 Gender × relational .12

Total adjusted R2 .78*

*
p < .05
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